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Capital Works 
Jobs on the Go and Up-and-Coming! 

 

Most people will be aware of building activity at Orchard Park and the Science Garages.  The fast-tracking of the five 
new Orchard Park buildings was brought about by an urgent need for extra temporary accommodation for new Waikato 
Management School staff (see comment later regarding a new building for WMS).  There is a possibility that a further 
six buildings will be built next year.  The new Orchard Park buildings are different in design to the present buildings in 
that each room will be a bed-sitting room, each with its own shower and toilet.  This is to meet changing demands of 
mainly overseas students who reside at Orchard Park. Each building will also have a shared kitchen/dining room and 
laundry. The rooms will not be fully fitted out at this stage, but will be completed inside once WMS vacate, perhaps in 
two years time. 
 

 
 

The new garaging compound behind NIWAR is to replace and enlarge the present Science garages on gate 9 road.  This 
will meet two needs.  First, a need for more secure vehicle lockup for Science and other University vehicles.  Second, to 
make way for a major extension to the Large Scale Lab building near the Grounds yard.  The tenders for the Large 
Scale Lab Stage 2 are being called for now, closing late December.  All being well, work will start on site in February 
next year, finishing in the latter part of next year.  It will provide both undergraduate and post-graduate Engineering 
teaching and research facilities, as well as the Science workshop. 
 

The third main project underway at the moment is the conversion of part of level 1 of the Library into an information 
commons.  The purpose is to integrate traditional library functions with a large computer suite staffed with both 
Library and IT people to provide students with a one-stop-shop, self-service learning facility.  This information 
commons is a prototype for a much larger, purpose-built facility, planning for which will start next year.  Finally, we have 
also just started major alterations to one of our leased buildings at Tauranga, with work to be completed in time for 
teaching starting in March 2004. 
 

You have probably seen recent press releases regarding possible major new building projects over the next five years. 
I have already referred to one such project, a new substantial information commons building.  Another project which 
may well precede this is a new building or buildings for Waikato Management School to cope with School growth, but 
also including some additional centrally-timetabled teaching spaces.  The final shape, size and locations have yet to be 
determined, but, in any event, it will be a major structure (or perhaps two separate structures) in total only a little 
smaller than the present MSB building.  Features of sustainable design will be incorporated and integrate with the final 
Urban Design plan for the University, yet to be adopted by the Council.  It will also enable a number of the University’s 
temporary buildings to be permanently retired. 

John Badham 
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For communications relating to the FMD newsletter please contact Judy Brighting, ext 4980, email judyb@waikato.ac.nz.

A visit down south  
 
 

A visit down South a short while ago gave the chance to visit some of our sister institutions down that way – Canterbury 
University, Christchurch Polytechnic, Otago University and Otago Polytechnic.  There were some interesting features in 
each of them, things that they do differently, but the 
visits made me realize how well we do things here at  
Waikato – some examples are: our lecture theatres  
are better maintained than most of those I looked at,  
our grounds are definitely better, our buildings  
generally look more cared-for.  There are, of course a 
few neat things which I saw that impressed me, such  
as the “garden” of Lancewood trees at Christchurch 
Polytechnic, the Maths building and new residence  
blocks at Canterbury University, the work being done 
at Otago University to provide a “main entrance” to  
the campus, the welcoming reception area at the Otago 
Polytechnic. Overall my impression is that we have a  
Fine campus with no reason to feel over-awed by others 
 – Well done to everyone for being a part of that  
achievement!!  
                                                                  Tony Dicks  

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

At a recent computer expo (COMDEX), Bill Gates reportedly 
compared the computer industry with the auto industry and 
stated, "If GM had kept up with technology like the computer 
industry has, we would all be driving $25.00 cars that got 1,000 
miles to the gallon.” 
 

In response to Bill's comments, General Motors issued a press 
release stating: If GM had developed technology like Microsoft, 
we would all be driving cars with the following characteristics:  
 

1.  For no reason whatsoever, your car would crash twice a 
day.  

2.  Every time they repainted the lines in the road, you would 
have to buy a new car.  

3.  Occasionally your car would die on the freeway for no 
reason. You would have to pull over to the side of the road, 
close all of the windows, shut off the car, restart it, and 
reopen the windows before you could continue. For some 
reason you would simply accept this.  

4.  Occasionally, executing a manoeuvre such as a left turn 
would cause your car to shut down and refuse to restart, in 
which case you would have to reinstall the engine.  

5.  Macintosh would make a car that was powered by the sun, 
was reliable, five times as fast and twice as easy to drive -
but would run on only five percent of the roads.  

6. The oil, water temperature, and alternator warning lights 
would all be replaced by a single "This Car Has Performed 
An Illegal Operation" warning light.  

7.  The airbag system would ask "Are you sure?" before 
deploying.  

8.  Occasionally, for no reason whatsoever, your car would 
lock you out and refuse to let you in until you 
simultaneously lifted the door handle, turned the key and 
grabbed hold of the radio antenna.  

9.  Every time a new car was introduced car buyers would have 
to learn how to drive all over again because none of the 
controls would operate in the same manner as the old car.  

10.  You'd have to press the "Start" button to turn the engine off. 
 

 

 
TEFMA Workshop, Hamilton, April 2004 

 

As you may be aware, there is an umbrella 
organisation, the Tertiary Education Facilities 
Management Association (TEFMA), which provides a 
dialogue forum for facilities management divisions of 
universities and polytechnics mainly throughout New 
Zealand and Australia. 
 

Next year the University of Waikato, in conjunction 
with the Waikato Institute of Technology, will be 
hosting a two-day TEFMA Workshop on 19 and 20 
April.  The theme of the Workshop will be 
"Sustainability Revisited". This considers 
environmental, social and cultural, as well as 
economic, factors in the way we all work as university 
and polytechnic staff. 
 

The Workshop will be based at S Block, with some 
use also made of the Academy.  FMD staff at 
Waikato are most welcome to attend.  Please see 
www.waikato.ac.nz/fmd/tefmaworkshop/ for more 
details.   

John Badham 

FMD STAFF END OF YEAR FUNCTION 
Don’t forget to return your invitation for the FMD staff End of Year function  
which is being held at the Pavilion on Friday 12th December - starting at 4pm.  

In order that we can confirm numbers for catering purposes  
we need replies back by Friday 5th December. 

The pleasure of criticising takes away from us the 
pleasure of being moved by some very fine things!  

… Jean de La Bruyere … 


